PRECISION PIPEWORK LTD
BECCLES LIDO 2020 PROJECT

Work is progressing at a pace despite the appalling wet weather we have experienced through-out the Autumn
/ Winter from the start in Oct running up to Christmas. At approximately half way through the project in terms
of time, most of the new pipework has now been installed along with the cable ducting for the new pool lights.

New return pipework is starting to take shape with a total twelve new pool return ports. The new pipework
is made form heavy duty industrial plastic that will give the pool at least another 60 years of service to the
community. This new pipework will enable the entire one million litres of water to be pumped through the
filtration system more efficiently. All of this pipework will be hidden once more as the project proceeds
towards completion
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The complex pipework system includes
eight new high capacity surface
skimmers that will improve the water
quality for the swimmers.
Through the centre of the pool, a series
of retaining plates were used however
upon removal of the liner, these were
found to be defective. Additional funds
are required to have these replaced with
new all stainless engineered plates and
fasteners.
Back filling with recycled materials
started prior to Christmas – this
makes working in the clay filled
trenches
much
easier.
The
remaining inlet and outlet pipework
on either side of the pool will be
completed in early February. The
liner is due for installation in
March so the completion of the
pipework, lights, hand rails and
ladders is all required before this
can happen.

A fine collection of bottles and jars have been found during the
excavation works over the past few months. Many are from local
beverage providers and some of them are from the early 1900’s.
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